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ICU Beds Empty But Poverty Increases
At the same time that the good
news of fewer COVID cases and
empty ICU beds in Ecuador are
reported, the Donum Research
Foundation reports that the
number of Ecuadorians living in
poverty has risen to 35%, the
highest percentage in 10 years.
Although many of the impacts of
COVID are on the decline in
Ecuador, poverty and hunger are
on the rise. This hunger extends
from the Ecuadorians that the
Donum report

estimates live in poverty, to the
thousands of Venezuelan and
Colombian refugees in Ecuador.
These numbers are not
expected to decline without
intervention.
Our goal is to move that needle.
The Cuenca Soup Kitchen
currently provides food kits
regularly to over 700 of the
neediest. As donations increase,
we can help more people. You
can help alleviate this
widespread hunger.

We Are On The Move!
Thanks to the generosity of our partner, Hearts of
Gold, we have moved to a new location. It has
been a busy few weeks but no services have been
interrupted!
Kits, children's birthday cakes, and clothing
continue to be distributed on schedule, thanks to
the concerted efforts of our volunteers!

Community: The Foundation of Success
The Cuenca Soup Kitchen is only able to continue providing food and clothing
because of the support and collaboration of our extended community.
A very special thank you to Helping Kids in Ecuador, Rosana Malo of Trebol
roses and Flora Cafe, and of course, to you and all of our monthly donors.

we believe -

feeding the hungry is a greater work
than raising the dead
Saint John Chrysostom

feed the hungry with us

You are the first step
in their success stories
giving $25 per month
supports a family

Bank Transfer (Ecuador only):
Hearts of Gold, Cuenta de ahorros JEP
Account number: 406079928700
RUC number: 0190395251001
PayPal
jeffrey@jlsdesigns.net
Online (red donate button):
cuencasoupkitchen.org

Thank you for making all of this possible!
Des Dizney, Bill O'Brien, and Smith
Co-directors, Cuenca Soup Kitchen

